Natural landscape stone blends beautifully with its surroundings, adding earthy character and visual interest. Stone complements brick, concrete masonry and stone veneers, and it can be used in a variety of ways for functional applications or landscaping accents. Sizes range from small 3/4 inch aggregates up to 4 foot boulders that make a unique statement.

Landscape Aggregates
Landscape Aggregates are available in bulk and come in a variety of shapes, colors and textures to create unique landscaping accents and enhance outdoor spaces.
Landscape Cobblestone
Landscape Cobblestone are round, hand-sorted smooth stones with a more uniform shape and smaller size.
- Available sizes: 2-4", 4-8", 8-12", 12-18", 18-24", 24-36", and 36"+

Blue Rip Rap Stone
Blue Rip Rap Stone is a hard stone used along shore lines and ponds to prevent erosion.
- Available sizes: 3-6", 6-12", 12-24" and 24-36", and 36"+

Additional product offerings include:
Concrete Sand, Top Soil, Mason Sand, Screened Top Soil, Road Base, and Bagged Landscape Products: Aggregates, Sands and Soils.
Ask a County Materials’ sales representative for availability and more information.